
i-NTNmath is a powerful software assessment program created by teachers for teachers. It

provides real-time data on student math levels, giving teachers important insights to help make

data-based instructional decisions. The i-NTNmath program easily provides continuous data

that is:

The i-NTNmath program is an all-inclusive assessment program

that measures student performance on skills and knowledge of

state-specific math standards. The program provides teachers the

ability to easily create and evaluate standards-aligned assessments

that can be used as formative or summative assessment tools.  

It is critical that teachers have the tools to easily
and efficiently identify individual student gaps.

NOW is the time to make a plan 
to address pre-existing math gaps

Introducing i-NTNmath
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Easy to interpret Standards-based Exposing student misconceptionsReal time



Call us today 
at (855) NTN-MATH to talk about how i-NTNmath can partner 
with you to help your district, schools, teachers, and students
 have a successful math transition. We have flexible solutions 
starting at just $9 a student to fit every need. 

Gain access and learn more online at: www.NTNmath.com/i-NTNmath

Our i-NTNmath program development team incorporated

partner feedback to make both the system and onboarding as

easy as possible. Teachers no longer need to create their own

assessment questions, find high-quality assessment questions, 

or score the assessments. The program does it all for them.

At the point of sale for a school or district, the employee(s) on

our end can set aside licenses for each user to grant access to

the system without the difficulties that other systems have.

Teachers can be up and running on this in a matter of hours.

Cost effective

For over 25 years, the National Training Network (NTN) has specialized

in providing professional development, coaching, written math

curriculum, and assessments. As former educators, the NTN team is

made up of people that understand the needs of teachers and students. 

About NTN Math

Getting Started

With i-NTNmath, teachers

can be up and running

quickly and easily.
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